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.---In November 1972, educators from several p rts of the Uni-

ted States met at the University ofNorth D ota to discuss "..,

some common concerns about the narrow accou tability ethos

that had begun to dominate sckbols and to s are what many

believed to, be more sensiblemeens of both cementing and

assess ng children's Learning. Subsequent m etings, much

sharih of evaluation information, and finantial and moral
support from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund have all con-
tributed to keeping together what is now called the North

Dakota Study Group on Evaluation. A'major goal of the

Study Oroup, beyond support for individual participants,
and pxOgrams, is to provide materials for teachers, par--
ents, :school administrators and governmental decision-

makers (within State Education Agencies and the U.S."Office
'of Education) that might encourage re- examination of a

range of evaluation issues and perspectives, about schools ''

and schooling.
Towards this end, the Study Group has initiatecLa

continuing series of monographs, of which this paper is. -

one. Over time, the series will include material on,

4r. among other things, children's thinking, children'sjang-
I

uage, teacher suppoit systems, inservice training, the

school's relationship to the larger community..- The intent
is that those papers be taken not as final statements--a
new ideology, but as working papers, written by people

who are acting On, not just thinking about, these problems,
whose implications need an active and considered response.

. -

Vito Pirrone, Dean
Center for Teaching & Learning,

0 University of North Dakota
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olfier. professional Jour-
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Introduction

The debate regarding standardized testing_in gener4, and
intelligence-testing in particular', has quietly'risen to
a commanding position.on the agenda of all. those parties
trying to influence the policy of American education. In

the process, the deb has trimmed out and clearly marked

its boundaries.
One edge p£ the debate is centered on Pie age-old

heredity-environment controversy;this aspect of the de-
bate was renewed by Jensen (1969), with Shockley (1971)
and Herrnstein (1971) in a supporting cast'role. Their
.collective view on the issue of heredity and, environment
as.it affects. intelligence might be characterized by say-
ini heredity predominates and accounts for perhaps 80 per-
cent of human variability in intelligence te4t scores:- -

Their protagonists (Sitgreaves, 1961, Kagan,.-1969, Lewon-
tin, 1973, Fehr, 1969 and Morris, 1972, to name but a few)

are not SQ easily classified as,to the'causative agents of
human intelligence, but they do agree that it is not due

to heredity, alone.
Another edge of the debate centers upon test validi-

ty, either as'it Applies to particular items or as it ap:

plies to Xesting subgroups not originally measured drr the

norming of titrtt. A most provocatiVe explication of
the, inappropriateness and inaccuracy of some test items
that appear on widely available tests was made by Hoffman

(1962). More.recently, the March/April 1975 issue of
PrincipCl was devoted to "The Myth of Measurability" and
included prticjes criticising the items,that make up sev-
eral tesisincluding the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence
Tests, the Wechsler, Intelligence Scale for Children,, the

Otis -tenon Me4tal Ability Test, and The Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills, kto name but afew. A subsequent issue .

(Jelly /August) was devoted to "The Scoring of Children:

Standardized Testing in America." This second issue was
even Ore critical 'of the testieg industry, calling into

question almost every one of its practices. The opposite
view is expressed by the test-constructing industry and
its defenders.

Another edge of the debate centers upon test usage:
How are the schools using (or going to"bte) thq data a-

vaiAbile on each child? If the school is develop

learning settings for "non-Iffiainstream" children (classes
for the learning disabled of classes for the gifted), how
important should he the role played by standardized test-

1
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ing? One point of view is that if the labelling process
soverrepresents or underrepresents an identifiable sub-
group (females, blacks, Spanish-surnamed, lower sociom,
etonomicstatu, left-handed persons or Catholics),.then
the test is discriminatory and should be abandoned. Pa-

dilla and Garza (1970 point out that Spanish-surnamed
children have a 2-to-2 1/2 times greater change of being -
.involved in classes for slop learners than,others in

xas and California. They contend that "IQ".testsere
an inadequate measure for the Spinish-surnamed because
they do not sample the cultural and linguistic experi-
ences likely to be.a Ott of the child's background. .

Theyoalso are among several uofessional educators call-
ing for a mogatorium on intelligence testing of-einority
children. Far i-om trying to defend itself, or even&
turning a deaf ear to the criticism, the test indlist?1,,
has seen this, as an opportunity to sell more and newer
tests. In, fact,-3 plethora of-tests have'been recently
rewritten for specific minorities;;Samuda.(1975) has an
extensive annotated bibliography of tests for minority
students.

UNDERLYING PREMISPS

Perhaps much of the debate alluded to in the pre-
,

ceding section is due to very different.uhderlying pre-
. mises of the various par vipants. To take two ."straw

mon" at each node of the continuum, a staunch defender
of standardized testing might reason that the tests, for_

----the most part, have been rigorously standardized in field
testing and that a viable-product has been Achieved; the
corresponding "anti-tester," at the other ena\ef the con-
tinuum, might reason that tests 4at are made 4...of such
falli6le,rtems as those that occur on typical tests can

mmean no more in their'suip than the contribution of.eadi
item; if the items are as questionable as they seem to
be, then the scores are most Likely meaningless. Fur\
t4pr, if the tests empirically show themselifes to be used
to place people into slower learning situations and an
identifiable subgroup has mote than its "share" of people'
so identified, this is prima fad'ie evidence that the test
is discriminatory toward the affected group. It is

clear, then, that people With such discrepant.belief, sys-
tems All likely look at.thesame set of data and draw
entirely different conclusions.

The piemises of the present paper are few. First,'

in regard.to tht reaching and learning of students, it
is felt that students should be in learnihg situations
that allow them' to maximize their learning potential ,

while minimizing the interference ofnA-learning situa-
tions. No specific learning environTept is prescribed;
indeed, if Hunt (1971) is right, stalEnts should be
matched with learning environments that best fit their
conceptual functioning;, what might be a maximally'func-
tioning environment at one stage of thestudent's'ler

2



ing may be inappropriate at a latit stage.
A second premise is that the'conventional wisdom of

any group is always open to question. As the'convention-

al wisdom of any group has a' way ofzebbing modified over
time (perhaps because not all members of a group acFept

the conventional wisdom), typifying:the Altester" oV the

"anti-tester" is always'tTeadimensioned and hen nac-
,

4 curate shortly after attempting to typify, or "seereo7

type," that conventional wisdom. For example, those in-

volved in ;intelligence tfsting'surely ngogionger include
in their thinking such%Wromides as (a) intelligence is
fixed and unchanging; (b without considerable intelli-

gence (say intelligence scores of 136 and above as mea-

sured by Wechsler's Adult s ch at-

tainments,as graduate degrees are impossible (or at least '

highly imIxollable); or (c) 'crime and lower inte ligence

are insepalable.
Interestingly, eye critics of the intel igence

testing movement are guilty of at least one )or faux-

?as when they continually refer to "IQ" tes ing. The
IQ, or "Intelligence Quotient," has passed from the lexi-

con of most psychometricians orho engage i intelligence

testing._ Tbere, were too many.inconsite ciesvin attempt-
ing to arrive at a measure of intelligence'sby"the fabled

formula, IQ = (100) where:

_IQ =44intellitenee quotient,
MA = lie mental age, and

CA =-Hkonological age,*
line recent author ,1-10 con-

times to use this concept
,

One problem ,is that the gradients of learning are not
is McCall (1975) In an
attempt °to explain the in smooth enough to allow the'IQ scores to have a sufficient.

te 1 1 igence and heredit. . degree of predictability in longitudinal studies_ e

concept at a fairly etc., constructors of'the 3tanford-Binet test coined theetbrm

mentary level, Mccall.opt- "Deviation Quotient" and developed norms at each age as

ed for a simplisti( define- an alternative to the difficulties of the traditional

tion of an intelligence Other intelligence test constructors (and sers) have

s

test. score. Perhaps. part opted for the term "intelliiince score" or even "academic
of the rationale for the aptitude teit.".
is, that the tprm
ubiquitous in the jargon

the point is that test constructors and allied psy-,

of non-psychometrists
chometric personnel are riSt particularly impressed by

capaaji-,%ing on the famrl-
condemnations of a term (1Q) that has been out of general

is ty of this term, !,1c- usage for more than a decade. To be fair,the termIP

11 may have felt that cont noes in the vocabulary of Jensen, Shockley and

the reader's interest might HerigIstein. Perhaps the psychometric community is being

more Itikely het.aptiiated. inadequately represented in this debate?
and, 'in the process, make The conventional wisdom of the "anti- testers" is
him more fully informed on not nearly so closely delineated as it is for the "test-
the intelligence - heredity ers"; those opposed ,to standardized testing have almost
issue. Unfortunately, the

perccmtiv
ias many positrons on, testing as there are people .in oppo-7.-

e reader may see
the "flave!'in the define- sltion to the testing movement. For example, one might

tion of intelligence, and say that,the,present conventional wisdom asks that a mor-

thus reject the point of atorium he made on intelligence testing in public

McCa 1 I ' schools. Others might hold that this'moratorium he made
on utilizing data from some very specific subpopulation.
In between thesC two points occur many clearly staked-out

3
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A third premise holds that alternative explanations,
andforvesearch methodologies may show a vely different
light on a given topic. For example, in regard to the
heredity-environment issue, it seeks logical to lotk.out-
side the usual educationist attempts at research a eat
least become aware of ny research relating to-'inkellec-
tual functioning fro a geneticist's point of view.'

It shoUld be ear.from'ihese premises, then, that
the point of view being developed is a dynamic Viewpoint;,'

_as more evidence Accumulates, from whatever its source,
some rethinking i,s necessary So is it necessary that no
evidence be discountea because its source failito pro-
Clikde the proper credentials, either a

oisdphicarly. Whether it is presented by a black,woman
educationally or phi-,

withionly An eighth grade education or by a person such
as Shockley, who is neither a psycholpgist nor an educe-
tioniktr the evidence is not to be rejected with ad homi-'
nem arguments.

Such an ad hominemarqument aueari to have been
made' in an-otherwlse reasoned.defErigof the tasting
'movement by Ebel- (l975,'Ip 83):

Education is blessed with a great many capable and'
dedkcated teachers'and administrators. But the
profession also has 'its share. of mediocrity and of
fale messiahs. It is from the latter group that
the loudest protests aredleard against tests and
tenting. %

it° be placed in the camp of "mediocrity and of false mea-
sahs" simply because one holds a View different from the
"ekpert" is not Very comforting.-. Green (1975), I think,'
dickwell to point out that the majority of tpose who
oppose testing do SO from_the point of view that,minority
group interests are often violatedby abuses of the tests.

1
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Jensenism and Artti-Jensotism %'

"er

4'
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0

Perhaps no scholarly publication has atulaCted,m9re at-'

tention than Jensen's lengthy article in the Hardard

Educational Review,' The reaction against him has been

so strong in some quaiters that it'seees compelling

find.out its cal* e. At' the American Edycational Res
,Association Convention in Chicago, in Aril 1972,'where
Jensen.was scheduled to adOrev a resea h audiehce re-
garding his finding Chicago 'city tea rs no only

picketed the convention, urgigg researchers no o at-

tend his presentation, but several stormed the 11, and

among other indignities'shown to Dr. Jensen, h. notes,

were stolen. Moreover, demonstrators caused s mach dis-

rup ion that his piesentation.was cancekled. or such

an usual amount of attention to be foisted u on a re-

sear her'(albeit negative attAtion), it behoo es other

resea chers to at least find out about the squ bbie and .

the research that generated it. What, in f,ct has been

the case?
In the past decade, perhaps a handfur-of education-

al research studies have captured the public's or rath-

er the media'.s, attention': Besides Jengen's work,Cole-

man et al.. 'a (1966)t monumental analysis of data conduct-

ed at. the request,of the then President Johnsos is no-:10

'table; Ros'enthal and Jacobson's (1968) study focused
tent ion on 'teachers! attitudes toward students and- w.
helped to popularize the term "selfffulfilling prophecy ",;

Jertcks's (1972) reanaliSis.of Coleman's dateRas an at-,

tempt to asstss, to some degree, Jensen's fiAdings,on

4 the importance of heredity. In each ease, very few peo-

ple, inclu4ing researchers, appear to have reached back

to the original source materials for their information,

but instead have'relied on .9e media or condensations

and/or rebuttals by others: This, is understandable to

an extent, as each of these research 'efforts is lengthy

and would require detailed examinatipn. This is parti-

cularly true of Jencks.'s study; if one were not a status-

tician, understanding Jencksi-results,would almost seem'
to be out of the question.' But of those proftel4Lonals

who haVe responded in print.regardfng'Jensen's w6,*,:the

criticisms are not nearly as strong as the media might

have led us to beli,eve. For exampae, take the reaction
of a noted "anti-tester," Banesh Hoffman, 'in a recent

interview:

1 0 a a
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-.When Jensen wrote his paper, I read abaueit in
the New Yoyk Times and I was highly incensed
was ready to go out on the hsstings and write a
leiter to the Times, and all that. Then I' thought,._

before I do that, I better lead'his palter. I did
I so andwas surprised to find that it was teeny a

serious, honest,paper. I blink, howeveT, that Jen-
stn has not realized one important thing that is
vee, hard to measure, and that is the effect en-
vironment has on a person. For instance, if you
are a.black child, you can Sense the Hatred that
is focused on you; yqv realize that if you do any7.
thing good, no one is going f Tike it comin from
a black kid. *So you have children growing in

an atmosphere of oppres'sion and hatred. i on't
think that Jensen realized how terrible that is,
how it can stunt the intellectual and embtional
growth of a person. (Banesh Hoffman, interviewed.
by.Houts, 1975, p. 36.)

d

A re iew of Jensen's article is in order.

A (AVIEW.OF JENSEN'S ARTICLE'
41.('

The 4.ticle begins, ironically, with thepoint on
1 r

1.hich 'his evidence is weakest: compensatory education
has fajled. He does point out that some of the eery ef,,
forts at compensatory edUcation (Project Headstatt and

' related activities) have.often had less, than glowing suc-

cesses. But he does not consider the perspective of those
in thecommunity served ,by the various programs'. TS a
b4Sck, Chicano, or Indian, the compensatory education prot-
grams of the 1960 muss haye seemed something le4s than
a panacea for alrit%pheir Rfeds. (In f'act, that black at
Chicano or Indian might have remarked, "Isn't it funny
that ail_the massive amounts of money available always
go into white hands? The Aministrators of the program
are white; the teaches ar&-white; and all the materials
bought are bought from-white businessmen. *Don't they
trust us?") 4

Next, Jensen ventures into a standard textbook'ex- > ,

planation of tohe natire of intelligence (24 pages). 1p

it, he considers Several conceptions af intelligence, but
opts for a pragmatic solution: measUre certain kinds of ,r'
behavior, look at their relationship to other phenomena; 4.
and see if the relationships make any sense. 'While some

might have grave misgivings abohot not pIgning down,the
entity (intelligence), Jensen's approach i fairly stan-
dard in psychological research-, Jensen pies several
studies regarding the correlatiot of in eIligence mea-
sures and indices of socio-economic status (th.e--..'s range{
from .42 to .71).

Jensen alsO enters a discussion of genotype (the
genetic make-up) and phenotype (an observablq or measdr-
able charactestic of an organism). The.square ofthe

6
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correlation betweein the genotype and the phenotype'is

called the htreditability of thattlait.:. e discusses

the distribution bf .0t'elligeve.Scores, e fails, hOw-

ever, to go 4ntiO,the coriStruetion'o4 Afel igenee tests,
a shortcoming,l.find singulArly,perp e Mg* .

-- Then Jenseh considcrs'the inberi.ta..94ebf intetli- *-,44

gence from,a genetiC viewpdint. Pir+4eVeviews the
work of Burt (1958; 19fr6J", whicfwas ah-4ttempt to sort
out the proportion of,the,fari,ancel,tk intligenee tysts
re 1 at i ng to 'genetic and er6/1"1=eiilkntial' ,f4tO-ft

o
*yhire,the.construction of: intelligence tests, is'neces-

sarily heavily statistical by nature, much'of thelon-
struction process uses methods ordinarily,tipght in a
first,cpurse. ,Wechsler's is quite illunina.qng this

regard both because the test is highly- respected, and
because the,manualAdoes an excellent job of describilig

th8 norming piocess. 4

W'echslex has two scale s;forchildren, Wechsler's
intelligence Scale for childrn ,(WISC), ages 5-15, gnd
the-weiWer Preschool and Primary,Scale of Intelligence,
(hPPSI), ages 4 -6 1/2, apda scale for adults, Wechsler's
Adult Intelligence ScaleAWAISY. The tiLISC'inclides six

performance tasks acrd six xerbal tasks,, The WAISmmits

a one performance task and 16, of cour Ala more diffi-

cult level. Whe ope omitted task is a mazes tasie.

The reason for its omtesion says quitie a bit about in- '
,

telligence Zest construction;, among olhildren,,there arp e

no g4gnificant sex differences orr any of the 12 tasks.

For adults, men score si'gnificantly higher on the mazes'
task; becaus:e an assumption is made that there is no sex
difference on any of the 12 tasks, %hose tasks that do
shop a differfnce are discarded. (One might ask, as,has./.

been doneby Bane (197.4), why don't we get rid of items',

that show race discrimihation, thus rendering as aca-
demic the whole isNe brought up by Jensen?)

Each task thaf.'1-1.,&'completed'on the /Wechsler tests
,

yields a scaled score. (not necessarily a- poi for each

Correct response).Ct e scaled scpres are then added:Ad 'a

their sum is transf rmed to a new sc.iled Score, the in.-

telligence score. rigically-, Wechsler standardized his

data so that the n Would be 100, flit ,Standafd.devia- 7--"P

tion would be'15,. d thereewould be no'sex differences.
Further,.the, data were scaled so that.6 normal dtstrilau-

tion would result. Nevertheless, some interegqing awm-

alies occur in parts of the test. FOr example, no more

credit is given for getting all-the/items correct than,
if4the longest.digit span is missed.

'40
.

, , /
** Burt's data appear.to be the eeds of Jensen's con- -

cept that intelligence is 80 percent determined by genet-'
is factors.; While it is diffictilt to criticize an au-

thor on a second -hand basis, if appears Burt used an hi-
erarchical model (see Cohen, 1968) that'ibsured the pre-

.

I/ . k _
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., he reVieWs_theCvaTious, kinsbIp studec, which, In turn, '.

were earlier reviewed bylifle.nmeyer-Kimling and Jarvil,
\

, (1963). , He also reviews-The' twins studies, -frOm which

..-

4 he draws several points first, that correlations in
intelligence scoresof identical twins aresystematicarly
higher than for fraternal twins; second, -that identical
twins who have been separated tend to have. more similar

44aiin (1974) notes the'
testscdres-than fraternal'twiris raised-tbgether.*-

114 of scienti
Finally, Jensen reviews studies regarding enviroli-,

ttols in most of these
fiiecOn-

mental corrplates of'intelligence, gettini td the code
issue only on -page 78 of a 123-:page article" in fact,
had the first two'pages of the article been omiteetl, and
had the article ended on page 77:Jensen would probably

- stirl be an obscure educational psycholhist. But after

page 77, Jensen gingerly rationalizes' why it Is at least,
interesting'to investigate raciaJ differences in intel

. ligence, as racial differences in many othbr aspects Of

IP

ii

human life have been investigated. As Jensen passe+
point.spf no return (discussing racial diftereuces), a
grossly oversimplifiersynapSis.of his reasoning might .

be useful,. First, he attempts to show that ?ntelligencp
is'to some .degree (he says80 percent) hereditary; sec-
ond,,he attempts to show that blacks score an average-45
pointi below whites on intelligencb tests; third, lie at-

.tempts to show thaucompensatory%eaucation has
His s-evidence for the first, point is rather subsfantial.

His-evidence on the second is somewhat weaker, but
given the misgivings, aVjeast therelation of -the evi-

dence is usable. The.tHird;ptint has little doCumenta-
.tion in the article;it seems to be the crux of his pre-

.
sentation, however.

A little*discussed point fi*bm this part-of Jensen's

article rela'tes to the American Indian. The American

Indian is saidto be ". . . by far the most environ-
mentally disadvantaged group . .," yet their scores-'on

intellgence tests put them only seven to eight points
belovi the Caucasian mean. Indeed, On at leastone test
(Dennis,' 1942), American Indians haye\been shown 0 scoet

higher fhar*Caucasians. In fatt, .a group of Hopi had a

%mean intelligence score of 124,,clearly'superior to most

Caucasian samp-les. Jensen argues that ',if environment is

causal. to the blank- Caucasian differences in intelli-
gence, then ow can environment logically be related to

,

dominance of genetic factors., Had environment been usbd
as the'first-orde,red variable, a very different estiplate

ofthe importance o hiredity would probably have been
found.- Kamin (1974)'thoroughly'attacks the Burt studiges
on the grounds that their lack of adequate 'wonting and

-,apparent.assLsment process of adult intelligeice on'a
-non-tpstinobase redUces them to an interesting commen-
0111-ary on psycholcigical research in the middle third of

the twentieth century, clearly lacking in terms of to-

day's standards . ,

8 *-
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the Indian differences?
- .Jensep fhen donsiders,a -eugenics argument that does

ahave data base. Apparently, uppertand middle class

. blacks have substantially lower birth rate than their

Caucasian counterparts. The reverse is'trup of lower

`class blacks and Caucasians. To whatever degree social

class is correlated td intelligence, and that relation-
ship; in,turn, iicorrelated'to heredity, Jensen conjec-
tures that fixture studie4 WouldshoW larger discrepancies

'between the two n4,races oil of intelligence.

1 Theremainder of Jensen's work. is concerned with

. tfje Varigus studies of compensatory education, The impdr-

twit point,in the latetpOrtion of his,artIcle that,

in separating intelligence into two levels (Level One,..
Associative Learning, and Level Two, Conceptual Learn:-

itt.),'schools'tend to emphasize conceptual learning,
while ttose at the lower ability levels achieve a greater_m.
degree of,succegs with associative learning. Jensen

would encourage a much greater emphasis on associative
learning, for lower 'ability students:

REVIEWS OF JENSEN,'S ARTICLE IV SkiliSEQUENT ISSUES OF T

i

InI
- t
thefolldwing two issues, the Harvard'-educa= '

tional Review_ published several critiques of Jensen's

paper, written before and after the paper had become a

tallying flag. Kagan (1969) suggested that Jensen's ar-

guments were not compelling, but only suggestive. Clear-

1Y his conclmslons regarding comPensatory educatien,
Kagan wrote, were inappropriate. On several grounds; it is

illogical to use current evaluations to dismiss all pos-,#' .

sable compensatory programs. . McV. Hunt's (1969) crit- '

i

,

icisms were astonishingly mil '; his greatest criticism
focused on Jensen's having sta ed "compensatory education
has been tried And it aOpears.tO have failed." Hunt saw.

.that as a half-truth placed at the beginning'of the paper'

'''

for its dramatic effect., Crow 1.969), a geneticist,
.

Agreed for the most part with J sen's analysis, but

pointed out the limitationsof the mathematical assump-

tions, the sample'size, and lack of evidence'regarding
changes in the-,environment that had not yet been tried:

4 Bereiter(1969, p. 310) stated, "My own view of fhe

future of individual differences and their social conse- ',

duences is ,even less optimistic than Dr. _Jensen's. The

hereditability of intelligence is unquestionably high

. . .
with further social progress, 14 reliability can

only increase . . f," Ciinceptually complex machines 'such

as computers that are understandable to only a small per-

cent of the populace will inevitably magnify indiiiidual

differences in ability, Bereiter wrote. Elkind (1969) .
described a Piagetian,'conceRion of intelligence; he also '

related that his evideCe indici4es that ". . . the longer

we 'delay formal instruction, up to certain limits, the

greater the period of plasticity and the kigher the ulti-

RARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
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mate level of achievement." ThuS, nursery schools (ind.
the compensatory Tkograms for pre-school children) etht
btrec try4,to create experiences that have immediate
value for the child. .

Cronbach (1969) agreed to some extent with Jensen's
findings, but found.the Levels I and II distinctidn in
intellectual funcltroning to be an oversimplification.

Bralziel (1§69) fOok ,umbrage with Jensen regarding the-
, a plication of similar research to the blacks in.ahe

outh. His concern was that racists Will use the article
n an attempt to continue or reestablish as much segrega-

tion as they can. legally achieve., .

Clearly, the earlier criticisms, written p %ior to
the publication of Jensen's article, were not nearly so
marked as they were reported in the public press, The
reviews that appeared in the second post-Jensen paper is-
sue of the iqeview, when the media had taken it up, were
somewhat stronger. -

What,might be characterized as one of the better
critiques of Jensen's ststkical Miethodolo ies was made
'by Light and Smith (1969). They,showed th almost 9

points of the 15-point difference in mean i lligence

scores between Caucasians and Negroes can be attributed
to the disproportionate distribution of'socip- economic
status as it relates to "race." They further argued
that, if an unusual Opraction pattern is present, the
entire 15-point difference can be taken into account.
Unfortunately, they presented no etpiriCal evidence for
the unusual interaction pattern. If they had, its social
consequences would seem to be unacceptable; in some in-

. telligence levels it would be more beneficial to have a
lower standard of living; rather than a higher level.
Few families would seem to want to move into abject pov-
erty for an average "payoff" of perhaps 4-6 intelligence

af

score points. Do the end, one might interpret ight and,

Smith's article as presenting evidence that ted,

that whatever the difference is in intelligence scores
between Caucasians and NegroeS, it is surely considerably
less than 15 points.

Stinchcombe (1969) made several 'points about the
effect of environment, perhaps the most valuable point
being in reference to Head Start. He Wlrote that insofar

as deficits are cumulative, having an enriched experi-
ence for only one or two years is not nearly the same as
living in an enrichid environment for all of a person's
first 20 years. 'The research on'the estimates of herit-
ability in the various studieseof twins was reviewed by
Fehr (1969). Using a different analysis, a lower esti=
Mate of the heritability coefficient was fouhd.

Perhaps one of the most cogent discussions 7f the
limitations of Jensen's study was made by Deutsch (1969).
As Deutsch,and Jensep formerly collaborated in earlier.
research, Deutsch might lie seen as haying written a let-
-ter to a former colleague asking him to ". . . retract '

his genetic conclusions in the lightof.data about and ft

understanding of,environmental factors with which he

10
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Was apparently not familiar at thei,time he wrote his ar-,

(p. 5521. Deutsch also Poidfited out that lawyers

in some desegregation cases and some legislators have

used Jensen's article either to avoid full integration or

to undeTfund public education.' In iht time since Deutsch

made his plea, Jensen 'has ,not only not retracted his ar-

gument but, if anythine,,48 making stNIger statetents

in regard to the importance of heredity. "-

Several more caustic publications havi in;wer`ed in

criticism of Jensen'sarticle. Richardson and Spears

(1972) edited a book of essays refuting Jensen, including

a particularly scathinig,essay by Swift; who views Jensen

as a heretic from the scientific community. Gaither,

Greer, and Riessman '(1M) also edited a book of,essays,

,called The New Assault on Equality, -which a neutral ob-

server might view as leaning'more toward a polemic than

shedding any new understanding of the controversy.
In 1974, broadening' the controversy, chomsky took

Herrnstein to task, stirring up hi.s own hornet's nest.,
-Chomskyls position might,be interpreted as requiring the
suppression ancrabandonmentt of research if it led to,

findings unpleasant to the egalitarian point of view:

Turningto the question of race and intelligence,
we grant too much to the contemporary investigator

of this question when we see him as faced with a .

conflict of values: scient.ific curiosity versus

social.consequences.' Giveleae virtual certainty
that even th&undertaking of the inquiry, will re-

inforce some of the most despicable features of

-our society, the intensity oiCthe presumed moral

dilemma depends-critically on the scientific signi-

ficancwof the issue that .he is choosing to inves-

tigate. Even if the scienti.fic significanc were
immense, we should certainly question the serious-

ness of the
But if the scie

the dilemma, *given the likely* social con-

sequence
possible finding isslight, 'en the dilemma-van-

lric interestof any
dilemma -van-

ishes.

In fact, WseeMsthat rte questfAh-of the re-

lation, if,any, between raceandin elligence has
little scientific importance (as it has no social

importance, except under the assumptions of a

racist society). Ajvssible correlation between

mean IQ and skin color ins of not greater scientific

interest than a correlation between any two other

arbitrarily-Ieleted traits, say, mean height add

colOr of eyes.. (p. 99)

Banesh Hoffman, in'his interview ,by, Houts in 1975,

had some interesting views regarding the question brought

up by Chomsky:-

Houts: Let-me ask-another question. Do you

think that it's morally.defensi le to inquire

into such things as social Cha acteristics2

11
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Hoffman: Yes, I think So. I 9i4 that all
'SOrtg of things shouldbe inquired into. I

don't think you should set 1).mitS on inquiry,
although I shouldn't say you should never,' set
limits,. . . .But in the matter 'of social char-
acteristics, I think we }gave to investigate
it very; very carefully. .''. .But if your mo-
tivation is honestly and seriously scientific;
I think that the/ mote We know, on tie whole,
tHe better off/we (p. ,37)

1./

I have two argume s with Clunsky's reasoning.
First, the denial of a 'Os to research, whatever the
area, seemsdpfensibleltolMe on only one ground, that
direct harm ys done to thesubjects in the process
carrying out /the research. Second, it is of social sig-
nificance to conduct studies regarding indiVidual and
group differences. r While it may never have been planned
for such use, the data available on various groups have
been instrumentaj 'in pointing out specific instances of
social injHstice, whetherit has involved blacks, Indi-
ans, feiajes, males, Chicanos, r any other group.

Finally, Jencks, as I mentioned earlier, has writ-

.
tena provocative book that enters into t'discussion.
He found, upenareanalysts of Coleman's data, that dif-
ferences incinality of.schoolinghavelitte reOtionship
to adult success; he4ealqtred that, since,thpZidality of '

schooling may not mat*Oeso.much, scHeols should be-made
a "fort" Place to be.' HO'elso found that familial.in-
comes (that is, brothers and sisters)' vOlid aamDst as
Tuch as incomes in general. It was also his conclusion
that 4S percent (not 80 percept) of intelligence scores
were due'to herddity. In the end, Jencks seems to have: .

been placed in the Jensen camp by the anti-Jensens, lltit
ignored by the Jensen camp.

What, then, might be made of heredity-environ-
ment issue as it relates to human in%elligence?..in fair-
ness to Jensen, he has meticulously followed standard
practice in both relating his own research and relating.
the research of others. Suiely, much fault can be found'
not sp much with the research'but with the dramatic way
he attempted to refute compensatory education. More'
important, it should be pointed out that Jensen never
intended to test the heredity-environment question as -

an impartial judge; by utiliOng the /genetics approach
and,attempting to estimate 114, the ritability index,
the whOle focus is.olikeritability., Further, 1-h2 is
not to be interpretedns,environm fal variance, since,
as Jensen states, "In biometrica/ genetick, the environ- .

mental variance of 0E2 is simpl the restoDual non-genetic
variance, nothing more." (197 , p. 173) While Jensen
never explicitly cautions aga nst the interpretation of
his data as a test of the h edity-environment issue,
his methodology clearly s ws him to be studying heredi-
ty, not the latter.

Perhaps psychome is tests have reached their

12
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plateau in regard to the environment - heredity controver:

-sy. Clearly, better measurements are needed for the
concepts of "heredity" and Oenvifonment"; nor is it
likely that psychometric device i will provide them. Ge,

netic studies would peem to be more upoto that task.

lb
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A Genetic Approach to
Intellectual Inheritance

A second, and.pote ially more fruitful, approach to

heieditary diffe, noes in intelligence is through a ge-

netic, as oppos,ed.to a totally psychometric,dpproach to
studying indOidual 'and group differences. One such

study thatiti'ght be seen as a rudimentary beginning' was .

conducted'by tehrKe (1972a)..

L reviewedrevewed several studies dealing with men-

tal retardation. One continutng,aspect of mental retar--

datkon is tWat, 1.1 almost Very reportediii.urvey, the'

males predominate over females. Lehrke,hypothesized

that those stnes-that are a major determiner of intel-
liii-e'nce are.located on the-Y-C-ftpurgosome.--X-Ainkage of

4ich traits would account fer the apparent greater mare

variability. This greater variabil'ity would result in
proportionately higher incidence of both mental retarda-'

tion and of twher intelligence.in males. Deleterious

alleles of these genes could result in mental retarda-,
tidln, that is transmitted as a ex-linked recessive.

Cehrke interpreted the data.avallahle as supporting
four hypotheses:

'Hypothesis 1. There are major/ genetic loci re-

lating to human intellectual fuhctioning that are
located on the X chromosome. .*'

Hypothesis 2. These genes, if mutated, 'can lead

to subnormal InXelleCtual functioning, including
mental retardation, in a i- linked manner.

Hypothesis 3. One or more. of these genes relalts

to verbal functioning.

Hypothesis.4. 'The deficit relate-primarily.ta
the central nervous systed. (p. 612),

.

In. support of his hypotheses, he quoted several sources .

that indOtte the greater variability of male interli- .

gentle scores. Also, Reed and'Reed (1965) are quot9i re-

girding the incidence of known retardates: If the

mother but not the father is tretarded, the prohibility

of retardation in the children is twice as great as in
families where the father is retardsild'bpt the mother is

not.
Anastasi (1972) pointedout that insufficient evi-

1
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is available to talk usefully about a ,theory'' of
X7-linkage to majOr intellectual traits. 'She indicated-
Ahat the hypothesis would be usefullyttested by investi-

.

gating Several retarded individuals. Nance and Engle

(1972) suggested that social,reasons may exist forsthe
predominance of Males being-regarded fas retarded. They

also stated, \.in support of Lehrke, that onlere'ik,11,0

dOubt that there ate many sex-lihked tetessIve traits
that are as,sociated with mental retardation, and that in
,the.aggregate these syndromes may constitute a greater

'proportion of the retarded population 'than !host people

are aware! (p. 625)
In response to Anastasi and Nance and Engle,,,Lehrke

(1972b) clarified several points that they had raised.
While no further rejoinders wae included in this

issue of the American,Journal of:Mental Deficieicy,
there could be more to Nance and Engles comment regard-
ing how social mores-serve as a basis for decisions about.

institutionalizing retardates than Lehrke is willing to

credit. Uhfortunately, documenting evidence of-differen:
tkal bases for admissiontto institutions for mental re-
tardation is.quite difficult, and perhaps impossible in
regard to making "definitive judgments. ,In my limited
experience in six month's employment as an attendailt in

a state mental institution, there seemed to be a behavior
difference between,male and female patients. It appeare1l

that females are much more reluctantli consigned; to men-
* tal hospitals than is true for males. If'this tendency .

holds for other- types of institutionalization, including
mental retardation, then differences in proportions of

males and females in institutions for the mentally re-
tarded may well have a social base.

SEX DIFFERENCES IN MATHEMATtCAL TALENT,

Bearing on Lehrke's hypotheses as it relates to
higher intellectual functrOning is the research befng ton-

ducted at Johns Hopkins University under the direction of

Julian Stanley.. In a large testing process preliminary
to.their major study, Keating and Stanley (1972) found
an unexpected and disconterting sex difference showing a

preponderance of males w.ith higher mathematical talent:
Using the Sequdntial Aptitude Teat Mathematical (SAT-M)

as-a screening device with 396 stbdents participating ih

a mathematics contest (223 males, 173 femalesY, they

found that those scoring 610 or over numbered 43 m "es

but no females. On another test administered at e

same time, Mathematics Achievement Level I (M-I , 22

males and no females scored 560 or above.
Astin (1974) sought to investigate these sex dif-

erenceS further. Beth she and Anastasi (1974) point

out that mathematics scores correlate substantially with

personality charactqfistics most readily associated with

masculinity (independence, nonconformi(iy, and unconven-

tional\ty). yithin female groups, these correlations

lt
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also hold' Astin ptoffered several Social txplanations '

for the results: (1) Girls may become- ore anxious about
competing-than boys; (2).role,stereotypi g favors inter -

es in mathematics and science, for boys; and (3) whereas
'g-irls,appeared to like school, higher scoring males re:t' '

ported a strong dislike for school, showing them to be
more ,nonconforming. While_Astin,did concede-that a '15)0-
logical explanation may accou or sex differences in
scoes,'she feels the evil e is more convincing in the
Oirection of cultural reinflorcement of differences due to
sex-role identification. ,

In opting-for a more parsibonioui explanation,
Lehrke might, argue that gene differences by,sex are also
related toimathematical talent. Stafford (161) showed
that spatial` visualizatYon was sex-linked, with males
scoring higbef. Hartlage (1970)also investigateCthis
same phenomenon, with similar results. Bock and alakow-
ski (1973) followed up these two studies with additio al
Sate of therm own. They found that in all three stud es
on spatial-visualization the correlations for father -
'daughter and mother-son were both higher than either
father-son or mother-daughter. In all three studies,'
males scored significantly higher than females. Of ad-
ditional interest was the finding that spatial-viaualize-
tion appears to be class-free, in the sense that loWer,
class subjects score as well as middle or,upper class -

subjects., The explanation offered by Bock anti Kolakowski
is that spatial ability is substantiall)ttinfluenced by a
recessive sec- linked gene. /

As a final comment, ii is fair to say that studies
regarding genetic compo nts to intelligence-from a bio-
logical viewpoint Are t a beginning stake, and are by
noSeans definitive tbeivesults. On the other hand,
psychometric inves gdtions, wherein -all.: measures used

follow a paper-pe cil or question-answer format, are less
likely, over the long fun, to be as convincing as a,re-
searCh vitwpo t that includes a biological examination
of the)lered. y component'.
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Looking at Tests and Items on
Tests: Hoffman. revisited

:The. stock in trade of the test sellers is' the multiple-

choice question. Students who call multiple-choice tests
"multiple-guess" tests are closer to the mark than they

realize. Several writers have expounded on specific'
items on the various .standardized tests. In the JUli/

August.1975 issue bf principal, Zacbdrias, Schwartz,

Colt, and Butler criticized speCific items. By far the

most interesting exposure of test& and test makers Was

done-by HOffman (1962). r

While the following item does not appear AOM any

published teat that I am aware cif, it is suggestive of

the dilemma that faceg'test takers:

America,was discovered by

, (a) Christopher Columbus
(b) Leif Erickson

\(c) Welsh sailors
(d) the Chinese
(e) Indians

If the student is told to pick the answer that "is most
correct," a knowledgeable reader would indeed be per-

plexed. There i&at least some archeological evidence
that would allow answers (a), (b), (c), and (d) to be

correct; on the other hand, it is clear that the Indians

were already here to greet whokever arrived. Newer ar-

cheological evidence may show that even the Indians were

preceded by some other group. So the problem here is

being clear about what is meant by the. word "discovered."
Assume for the moment that the keyed answer 'is Ea). In-

terestingly, high scorers might tend to get this item , I

"right" more often than ower scorers, gi/ing this 'item

a high "discriminant idit)A,,," and perhafs permit. it to

be a survivor of an "item analysis." Higher scorers
might use a strategy somewhat like this: the item clear-

ly does not have a right answer, so which answer ht

appeal to a person who writes tests? While answe

(b), (c), and (d) might have sufficient evidence f
them to be "discoverers,", (b), (c), and (d) did hot es-

tablish their evidence widely 4o Caucasian Europeans.

Also, the test writer-fprobably uses a Caucasian point of

view toward the term "discover," so that answer (e)
Would be inadVisable; even though the Indians .obviously,

1i
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,kntw about America, they didn't tell us. In other words,
high test scorers mayhave learned how to "get into the
heads" of pedele who write questions.

Sequtnces.of numbers are popular on several apti-
tude tests. Consider the folloWingitem (Otis and Lenon,
1967, p. 2)

-s

What term is missing in this,series?

3, 5, 7, 11; 13 . (B, 9, 10, 14, 15)

The'elicied answer is, 9, tut.mathematically any of the
answers can be shown to be correct., The answer 9 could be
achieved by the folLOwIng.series: 2n + 1.. The answer 10
could b,e achieved `by, using:; 2n + 1 + (n -1) (n -2) (n -3) (n -5)

(4)/12. To get 8, a similar series can be used: 2n
111h(n-1)(n-2)(n-3).(n-5)(R+6)/12. To' get 14, the follow-
ing'series:Wall work: 2n 4 1.,+-5(n-1)(n-2)(n-3)(n-5)
(n-6)/12. Finally, to get 15, the following may be used:
2n + 1 + (n-1)(n-2)(n-3)(n-4) (n-6)/2.

A worrisome quettiop may enter the mind of the
bright student: while mathematically any of the'answers
etn be correct, does the parson who made out the test
know this? Lf the student tdgoes- on the assumption that

. the test is really rather simpleminded (as,,perhaps, is
the test constructor), then the easiest answer is 9, a
piece of reasoning that raises a critical issue almost
nevef addressed either by test constructors or test
critics. How--can -a person who is more intelligent, or
more knowledgeable, than the test writer and/or adminis-
trator be fairly tested by the test and/or administrator?
In the absence of flexibility on thepart of the person
who scores a test, it may not always be possible. As'an
interesting aside, I took'the WAIS from an examiner in
1964. One of the questions on the WAIS is: "What is
the population of the United States?" The answer given,
192 million, while closely approximating the actual
counted population, was,technically incorrect going by
the test manual, written in 1955. Full credit was given
for answers between 140 and 180 million. The test manual
was -,Laarly outdated. Further, it is wellknown that
the official population clearly underestimates lower in-
come minority males between the ages of 18-30. The offi-
clal estimate could be 'off by- at least a few milliOn.
Knowledge of this phenomenon may be costly if the exami-
ner is not flexible. (The examiner in, question was'flex-
ible. Later he said, "If you said it's 192 million,, then
it's probably 192 million. The test manuakis outdated
anyway.")

.

What happens when a person taking a test recognizes
an error in the instrument? ,lf the, experience of the

students reported by Hoffman is typical, writing to a
test company-is of little avail. Apparently they rarely
respond to individuals writing to question certain items;
at least they rarely admit to error. While item analy-
ses are not always particularly useful, if a "distrac-
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See, also, an article.di-
ectly related.to the mis-
eading nature of terms in
esting by Lazarus, 1975b.

tor" or plausible incor?ect answer is picked more often_
than the keyed answer, it is not wholly impossible that
a mistake has been made in the key,

ON DISCRIMINANT VALIDITY, ITEM ANALYSIS, AND REE,INING

PSYCHOMETRIC.DEVICES

Standardited tests typically go through a complex

iten tryout period. One step includes finding the"dis-'
criminant validity of at item. Typically, the percentage

of people worse total score places them in the upper
fourtll'are'compared on each item to those whose toal
score places them_in the lower fourth. Suppose 80 per-

cent of those in the upper fourth get an item_correct
but only'40 percent of those in the lower fourth get the

item correct. The discriminant validity is then .80

a fairly respectable discriminant validity.
An assumption made is that people who get higher.scores
know. more about the stibject than those who get lower

scores. What happens if the reverse is true: that is,
lower scorers are more likely to get the item correct
than those with higher scores? The item is likely to be

droppedor rewritten; even if acasual non-

psychometric expert) reader thinks it'seems like a good
\item, he is still unlikely to convince the psychometric'
'expert of the validity of the item.

Various other technical details go into construct-
ing a psychometric device, including finding measures of
reliability and validity, continual item tryout, etc.
The non-expert should be advised that the words "reli-
ability" and "validity," *;this context, lose their
usual meanings, and instead take pn technical aspects
that, beyond being bewildering, are highly misleading.*
Measuring reliability is similar to measuring intelli-

.$tnce. Neither can be measured directly, so that hypo-

thetical constructs must suffice.
Alm

After a, test has been refined throughiitem analysis,
ar final form of the test is developed.- The refining pro-
cess is akin to processing wheat: the original product,

/ith minimum processing, might have been more fit'for hu-

man consumption.

4
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Use' of -Intelligence Testing
in the Schools

'`Intelligence testing has a lengthy history of se in the
. public schpolsi but its use has never been 111 e force-
fully challenged than it is today. As mentpned earlier,
in a recent issue of Principal, Zacharias, 'orrison,
Purv.140.gadilla and Garza, and Lazarus hav in various
ways asked for either a moratorium or the ;abolition of
intelligence testing. in several large cities, including
New York, Los Angeles, and Washington, intelligence test-
ing has, 'in fact, been abandoned,on a district-wide

The kasons usually given in support of a morato-
rium on such tests are either that theyreflect an East-

ein,Caucasian,middle class bias and discriminate against
' minority groups, or that they are often used for labeling

children, particularly as they are related to,placing
them in spesial classes. In,addition, teachers and ad-
ministrators who habe access, to the scores of ;these tests
are also presumed tb be guilty of setting in motion a
"self-fulfilling'prophece about the children. While I
don't necessarily disagree with these arguments, I think
some distinbtions have to be made.

Much of the abide Of intel5igence testing is due,
I submit, to t44,1r uses in a negative sense. IflegisL
latiOn were passed so.that intelligence tests Could be

' lo'used.only in a positive sense, then perhaps dt least
some of those who wish either a moratoriumor abolition
would be willing to-concede a real value ih intelligence
testing. Coesidevihe alternative of abandoning stan-

--kdardized te**-,in-general and, intelligence tests speci7
'fically. The stage would he set for status,quo oriented
teachers and administratots to more.intensively act out
their biases and reward cotfOrming students,

An incident that illustratei the point I am try-
ing to make occurred several years ago ids a Northern
California town., Because a borderline normal female
was also quite promiscuous, sChool leaders tried to get
her placed in an institution for the vetarded..She was
administered a bevy o? iidivi,dualized tests. Had she
scored below 70: the school people could have proceeded
with the pladement. Curiously, her scores on these
tests varied between 71-7S, fiever below 70. To me, the
incident points out seve''3 things. The school Offi-
cials tried to use the intelligence testsin a negative
sense; 'they were offended bythe girl's behavior and

2,40
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wanted to remove her from the Community under tilk.ggise
that she was retarded. The tests, however, yore used in
a posieive.sense; the girl'escores having exceeded.thel
minimum, schoOl officials could not remove her from the .

community. Had they"had a free t;apd, they wbuld have un-
doubttdlx Sent her to an institution for the mentaaly re-.
tarded jugt to get her.out of their community. ,

Likewise intelligenge tests have been said to dis-
)* criminate agaidirlOmUrities, a charge that hasTonsider-

able substantiatiofi. Consider, howeifer, a black.studont
who 'achieves a ,score of 140 on'the,WArS; than sore, in
itself, would seem prima facie evidence of- ,superior

regardiessibf the e-opinions held of this stu-
r. dent by the student's'teachers. To discontinue
genet testing would seem to bea discriminating act a-
against brightcinority students. If the rights of a-
-child are to be considered, then the child's right to
take a test is at least as great as the child's right not
to take alst.'

The s atement ipthe previous'paragraph is predica-
ted on Cher* being some potitive contingencies connected,
to takihg a test7,,, For,example, schools might have made
special provisions for students whO tcore above a-Parti-
cular score. If, on the other hand:the only contin-
gencies of testing are.negative, or if the tests are
given purely for administrative reasons, then I would not
try to. defend the testing process.

The legislation I have in mind might require a
school district to forego placing a child,in a special,
gdOcation classroom if he achieved above a given score.
Nor would the school be allowed to place the child in
the special classroom siffiply because he had failed to
achieve the specified score. If the interests of the
child were paramount and clearly supported by law, a

'yarieigroup of professionals--including, perhaps, a phy-
si arka school counselor; a clinical, psychologist, the

er, and a speech therapist---might be called on to '

assess aspects of the child's growth, in consultation
with the pauonts and the child. This group would then
be in a position to make a more judicious choice of help-
ing the child toward maximizing his learning opportuni-,
ties. If this prooess,seemsto the reader to be a lot-
tery where you win sometimes,but Tier lose, consider
that the purpose of public education is the provision o
meaningful learning experiences for our nat on's yoytX,
not the employment of middle class reau atic function-

aries. Besides, what is wrong wi 4110 ing,more,stu-
dents the experience of winning?

A point should be made here about the history of
intelligence testing. As Kamin (1975) has pointed out,
this history includes some unsavory forefathers. While

Binet was an important exception,_ many of the other
leaders in the development of intelligence testing (in-
cluding Terman, Yerkes and Goddard) were proponents of a
eugehICs'view, following the peiit al minds of the day

(191,-1925). Concurrent with the co struction of early
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intelligence tesis,'Speardan developed the'concept of
factor analysis, principally as an aid to undeistanding

intelligence. Large-scale lligence testing was con-

.
ducted on new-recruits duri Wdrld War I, ustng'the
"alpha" test.,: Intelligence testing was thus, given sever-
al incentbtes'for advancement despite the bias of several

pf the early develcter5.r".In the process., intelligence
testing has received the greatest attention of the vari-
ous psychome ricdevices used, and as such', the psycho-
metric qmali ieT'of the more widely distributed intelli-

gence tests re perhaps the most advanced examples in
the art of p ychodetric testing. If intelligence tests
are of dubious `value, then where does this place other

.
psychretr,ic testing, such as achievement testing, per-
sonality testing or attittofinal \testing? .If intelligence
tests are to he eliminated, then feW tests of any type
'Mould seem to be free fiOm a successful c alleng from

some interest group.
It seems bothersome to many critic of intelligence

testing that the concept of intelligence is not "pinned
dOwn" to an acceptable concrete entity. but rather is to
some degree 'seen as an abstraction (or hypothetical con-
struct) that is measured indirectly through the various.
tests, however inadequate. However bothersome the use of

an abstraction is to the critfps of intelligence testing,
it.should be pointed out that, with few (if any) excep-
tions, other personality and/or -attitudinal measures are
even less well anchored'to a concrete reality than is '

intelligenCe. Those who would argue agai the use

of intelligence tests because they,don't sure (di-

reCtly) "intelligence" would seem. also to a ue against

the use of attitudinal testsilsuch as the'measure of au-
thoritarianismsdevised by Adorno.

Adorno and othe'rs (1950) instituted an.F sCale'to
test for rigidity of thinking and agreement with an ultra-
rightu(fascistic) viewpoint. One logical criti,fism that-,
has been raised is that this kind of test is, insensitive
to discovering members o.f the ultra-left who, are, if any-.

thing, even more rigid; Tapp (1975fhas ,termed these
.

people "totalitarian liberals." Rather thap discard the
F scale because it hat been shown to be inadequate in
some circumstapces, it makes more sense empirically to

note it limitations," however numerous: but to allow its, .

continued, use fot the sake of eventually betteeunder-
,

stailding'the.human condition.
Should intelligence testing be abandoned ?.. While

any testing can lead to abuse, their pos,10We rise seems

too importipt to simply elitinate thmtiCtVe' long
run, society would be'thejoser. ti

A
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Use of Standardized Achievement
Tests in the Schools

Cocside'for a moment an all-too-frequent type of testing
abuse. A school,district with perhaps 10,000 students
administers to each student each year a complete "test
battery such as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills or,the
California Achievement Tests. .If the district employs
SOO teachers, 'then the SOO teachers spend the equivalent
of a full professional day each administering the tots,
and the 10,000 students spend the same time tal4ng the

tests. Consider the costs. First, the test forms and
answer-sheets have to be purchased. This outlay could

easily run several thousand dollars. The tests have to
be scored; if the teachers have to do the scoting, they
are likely to spend another 20 to 40 hour2 in the drudg-

ery cif test correcting. If the tests ard'scored by opti-
cal scanner, the cost is likely to run at least a few
thousand dollars. The teacher's time, if prorated at $50
a day., comes to $25,000., If the students' time is worth
anything (which it very well should be), the students'
haVe collectimly spent 60,00Q to 80,000 hours taking
tests. 'At $2 an hour, this "expense" runs at 1.kast

$125,000. Even if this "cost" is disegarded -a 1,s gen-

erally the case, ,other student cos° shodld b understood.

Many students can,see no relevance to spendi so much

_time taking tests. Further, a negative affe t toward.
test-taking Is'easily envisioned in this mas ive vesting

effort. Giving the test's (as they are usu ly adminis-

tered) in massive doses, fatigue must s rely play a part

in students' scores. Considering ttf achers again,

the boredom that ensues from admirrtering tests hour af-
ter hour is taxingi4if the teaCher4is highly motivated
to enhance a child's learning experiences, administering
standardized tests is extremely frustrating.

What are the "payoffs" from this massive testing

effort? In the best possible world, the school district
ethploys 20 to 25 testing-subject matter specialigts, who

are able .to fran e test results into remedial and/or

acceleratedjorog fo the individual student in contin-

uous consultatic ith thee classroom teacher. These
toping-subject matter experts`Pda not now exist in any
number sufficient for present testing programs; their
non - existence is OLsome measure due to. the school dis!

trict's unwillingness to expend monies for the necessary
number of specialists.to implement slich"a program".

More likely, the school district will use thy.

2S
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scores to arrive a1 some normatiye data on comparative
achievement levels; if the data is embarrapsing, suppres-
sion of the information is, all too common.

Teachers are notnow likely to looR closely at
achievement test scdreg. All too often, the test scores
sit in files and are only occasionally consulted, if a
parent or counselor or other agency insists on the inf r-
mation. Schools rarely embark upon any systematic usage
of test information'to enhaffEr`student learning experi-
ences.

If the costs and probable usage are compared, there
is no jusiificatidn for massive standardized testing. If

finding normative data to cipare the school district to
a national scale is the degire, then it can be achieved
without this-enormous human cost. If students were ran-

domly chosen, 50 each at grade levels 3, 5,,7, 9, and 11,
so that a total of 250 students would be tested, the
same usage could ensue and at a greatly reduced cost,

both in actual dollars expendeltand in wasted time. If

a moratorium is in,order, that moratorium should consid-
er mindless massive testing programs that exhibit li.ttle
payoff for the costs-involved. 1

In fairness to the test constructors (of.at least
the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills), at should be said that
the tests themselves are often technically sound; pro-
perly-used (with a sample of the students rather thap
the whole population), they may yield useful information.
Improper use, like overeating, hap undesirable side
effects.

1111,,
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Why Do Schools Administer
Stein clardized Tests?

Tl

Why o schools administer standardized tests? If the

-q stion is asked of student's, a plethora of answers may,

be given. One answer that probably does not occur very
often is, "To help us where we have problems.". If a
teacher is asked this question, la likely response is, "My

rprincipaforces all teachers to give them." Central of-

fice personnel may either resort to the "district policy"
answer, or perhaps indicate that the "public" expects the
schools to be accountable. A most uraikety answer is,
"Because it enhances the learning-activities in alI

classrooms." If Perrone's ;4975) experience is typical

(and there seems to no contrary evidence), then the
scenario just described may he apt:

.As this eventful week came to a close, I called

an assistant principal at a junior high school in
yet another school district, opening the conver-,
sation with, "How are things going?" His re-

sponse was not what I hakanticipated,
'"Terrible!" he exclaiMed, "We gave the

test on Monday and Tuesday, and the school year
hasn'A settled down, yet., It's like this every

school year.",
"Why do you give thetest?" I asked, but I

knew why: 'it was a systemwide activity., Then I

asked what .was done with, the test result , and

the assistant principal said, "We just ile them

away; no one-looks at them." (Perrone 1975, p.

In other words, for so many, the r anon for giving
standardized tests this year is becius. they gave them
last year, and, for every previous sch..1 year in anyone,s

Memory. To discontinue thesstandaprzed testing program
(if this is seen as r-fias'oned sol ioW) would mean rock-

ing the boat' -and rocking the bo is almost an extinct,

behavior among school administr tors.
But how'should the sch.ls replace the standardited

tests? First of air,' it suld free up the time previ-
ously used for testing f tie teachers to use in'more

meaningful activities ith the students. If ,the money

allocatoed for test- lying cannot be shifted to Other pre-

viously,negleote areas, then perjlaps Atm tax reductions

might occur.
,

. -

If ma ive standardized testing is to be abandoned

()
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in a given school district, it should be pointed 0ux that

the proCess of ,abandonment, is perhaps even more important

than t °income. Serious and reasonable discussions at
all levels are necessary. Questions have to be raised,

such as: "Why do we give (take) these tests?"; "How
might. tht test scores be meaningfully employed by the
student, the teacher, theparent, the administrator, or
the researcher?"' "Win we meaningfully use the test?";
"Is the test wortrthat it costs (in.dollars and in
time)?"; "If we have a standardized 'testing program, is
it mandatory; or could iclasses (st ats) elect to part,=
cipate or not to participate?"; " look at the tests;

do they tehe relevant areas?"; 7Are e testk the most
economical way ,to sample necessary instructl6ial areas,
or are other testing forms (such as problem solving) more -
relevant?"

If all who4are °lye with the testing area red -
son together, then vihtever their reaSoned decision, that
they have-wrestled with the necessary qUestions and ar-
rived at a decision is/sufficient; Even they..decide

to continue the svndard4ized. testing program in some
form, they are more likely to undestand the rationale
for testing, and are more likely to make use of the re's
sults.. °
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r Lio We- Need This Big a
Educational Testing Indu try

The dimensions of the educational testing industry are
imdense; Kohn (1975) has estimated its yearly volume at -,

$150 million. Corporations such as4the Education Test-
ing Service (ETS), Psychological Corporation, American
Collegg-Testing Service, and the California Testlureau
of McGraw -Hill are fairly widely known. Textbook pub-
_lishers'are also heavily invested in the testing indui-
try; .Houghton-Mifflin, for one, publishes the *Iowa Testa #

of Jasic Skills, the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Teets,'
and the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale.' These,cor- '

poraiions are bin the tip of the iceberg. There is a
startling array of published tests available to _test -

every conceivable aspect of human endeavor. Buros (1974)

liats more'than roo publlehed"troup intelligence tests;
more than 20 individual tests are available. The total

number of...published tests available easily numbers.in
the thousands (Buros, 1972, lists 2,585 tests).

kore important than the number of tests is the ef-
fect testing has on human lives. Students typiglly have
.to.take (and pay for) a college admissions test even
while they are in high school. Companies such as ETS
have developed a.wholt battery of achievement tests that
are now accepted for college' credit 44.f the .student. scores

high enough. It is now possible fora student to achieve
one year's credit at a designated college or university
inLdne day's effqrt-teking M's advanced placement tests
before the student his even set foot on the campus.

Lf the student wants to go to graduate school, then
ETS'S Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) are usually re-

quired. And pity the student in a competitive academic
area who may have excellent undergraduate grades and ex-
cellent recommendations but Only mediocre GREJs., Simi- 4

larly, there are tests for almost gmery professional
school, but surely including law and medicine.

If the' student needs-a loan, again ETS comes to the
rescue (at $3.75, thank you). The student fills out an
optical scanner sheet, and somehow this is better than
showipgineed,to loaT officials.

Suppose the'student as to show.a reading knoWledge
of a foreign languate for,khe Ph.D. Do the professors
in the appropriate foreign langUage test the student?
Not on your life. ETS ebmes to tie resale again.

One of the funnier incidents in my professional
'experience is due Co the uteof the ETS French Examina-

,
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tion. The graduate school where I, taught decreed that a

student should score at the 33rd perCentile (o higher)
to show a reading knowledge of the language. There were
three forms of thAtest, one for students in the sci- '
ences, one for students in the humanities, and one for t

students in the social sciences.' However, the first part
of all three-tests was identical. Because students in
the humanities and social sciences naturally have a
greater language background, their scores are usually
higher. Thus getting,a score of the 33rd percentile is
much harder for students in these areas than it is for
those .in the sciences' As it happened, one could pass
the science test 'by doing only the grammar section and a
omitting the rest of the test; such was not possible for
the other two tests. In fact, several students in the
humanities,and social sciences section "failed" the lan-
guage examination even though they had obtained more than
a hundred points in excess of the scorerequired to pass
the science examination. As an alternative strategy, I .
suggested to several affected<students that they take the
science examination and do the best they could on the
grammar section. "If:7yoUlve done well enough," I said
'-'you don't even have to look at the science reading sec-
tion of the test." By hook or cFook, students started
passing the languageexaminatron significantly more often.

One additional aspect of the testing industry that
should be considered 4s its secrecy. Kohn (1975), in an'
attempt to gather information about the testing industry,
talked to representatives from the major testing firms.
None of the people he talked to was willing or able to
estimate the number-of students tested each year in the
United States. They also would not reveal how many tests
their individual companies had sold or scored. The, only
comment made in regard to overall size of the testing
industry intimated thatet was.too'small, and should nec-
essarily:become larger.

A short reflection on the amount-of autonomy given
to the industry by the colleges and universities is noth-
ing short of astonishing. One wonders what will be the
next coup that the testing.indu try will 10,ke Are they
really very .far from offering d'greeSi It:lias been said,
in fact, and only half in jest,,that the I'argest univer-
sity in the world is none other -than ETS., Surely, more
college credits are achieved by tak ;ng ETS tests' .than any

4,one university offers. ,

ti
One of the more eloquent arguments gainst the

testing industry was made by Karier (1972). In it, he
indicated the testing industry as being the servant of
power, privilege, and status. A parallel can be drawn

-- with the large philanthropic foundations. e role of
the foundations ('Carnegie, Ford, and Rockefeil er), as a
"fouyth" branch of government, is said to be t at of a
malipulator of educational thinking for the co orate
liberal state. The ftojepts of the foundations

ba pressure valve for society; studies, ultimatel "prove"
the system isworkilg, but needs some adjustment As an
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example of how the ctorporate state has attempted tq in-
Iruence the direction of public education through massive
testing, Karier cites evidence regarding the testing done /
with khe national assessment program: The establishment
of the national assessorint i-s seen qp a very..defin4te
step 'toward a national curriculum.

y,
A-similar view.fs given by Kamin, (1974r1975). ga-

min reviews the history of the development of intelli-
gence testing and notes that, with the exception of Bi-
get, many of the earlier developers of intelligence test-
ing had a decidedly hereditarian view of intelligence.
This heredi/erian view was, in- turn, made to serve the
politics oir"fhose who wanted to impose differential im-

. migration quotas on the so-called "genetically inferior" .

peoPles'of the South Mediterranean and Eastern European
areas.

Should so large and intrusive a testing industry
be encouraged to continue? Surely the testing bureaus
would answer not only in the affirmative, but with rea-
sons for, why the testing industry should and will get

larger. But another ascendant point'of view, a point of
view of students and faculty, is that we don't need one-
tenth of the "services" testing firms furnish. Many of
the services do no more than help enforce the status quo.
What,possibly could be more indicative of enforced sub-
missivenegs than for a third grade child to sit for six
hours taking tests whose purpose no one seems able to
understand? The teachei doesn't have the authority to
excuse the child; the principal may also feel the lack of
authority. Higher up the chain, they are so far removed
that the anguish of the indiltidual child is quietly
laughed off., What function do such experiences have in
a democratic society?

If the testing industry,grew "just like Topsy,"
\ then is it not time to greatly reduce the size of the 7

'weed?
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An Interim Solution : Teaching
'Students to Take Tests

Even if those in the testing industry,, on their own,
were suddenly to reverse their growth and retrench to a
former shape, it is likely that their tests would be
with us for a long time to come. In any case, what's
more probable is that the immediate future will bringr
continuing growth. Thus, students should be prepared
for the testing onslaught.

One example of preparing students for tests was
given in the previous chapter. Perhaps where such coach-
ing is most necessary is with younger students who have
to endure the Iowa Tests 9f Basic Skills or the Califor-
nia Achievement Tests. I am not implying coaching in
the illegal sense, as in th<Turnkey project in Texarkana
in the early 1970s, where a arge-scale performance-
contracting experiment was accused of using actual test
items in their instruction prior to the scheduled testing.
Rather preparation, much as a baseball coach gets a team' .--
ready for a game, is helpful.. Students should not have
to encounter a new testing form when the tests are'taken..
That is somewhat like a Little,League player going to
bat, striking out without taking the at off his shoul-
ders, and then remarking, "Gee, I never saw a left-handed
pitcher before!" Students should be allowed some experi-
ence with the multiple-choice format and its ludicrous
idipsyncracies. They should know about time limit5,and
whether or not'there is a penalty for guegsing. If,there
is no penalty for guessing, then an answer should be giV-
tn,for every item, even if the question has-not bqeh read.
Anti even if there is a.penalty, the child should know
that he is better off (in terms of the score).if a guess
is made, if anything at all is known about the area being
tested. As an example, 'suppoie a question has four an-
swers and the child'knows that one of the answers is
wrong, but the other three are possibly correct. Because
the likely penalty for guessing is C - 1/41 (Correct
1/4 X Incorrect), knowing that one answer is incorrect
moves the cilild'siprobability of gbtting apositive score

4 on this item above zero:* probability = 1/3 -, =1/4 1/12.

While this Value is only Slightly higher than zero,be-
cause it is above zero,-the score is maximized if a guess
is made.

Some of the 'coaching I have in mind even makes me
cringe; however, the point is this: if students are to
maximize their stores, they do need some battlefield ex-

,
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pePience. Thus, the teacher is encouraged to ,write some
ambiguous items similar tq those found on tests.and let
the students cut their teeth on a miniature Version of
"multiple guess"; this is somewhat akin to telling the
players to get ready for some bad umpiring.

If these suggestions seem unrelated to a child's
' educational experience; consider that the same could be
said for the Testing. The suggestions clearly, have noth-
ing to do with actual' learning; their value is survival
in the testing jungle.'-

But is is important, too, to go beyond the negative
r-\

aspects of survivorship to where positive recommendations
can be considered for creating a clearing in that jungle.
School districts, for one thing, should be held account-
able for their testing programs. Perhaps'some of the`

- tests can pass the acid test; many would not. purely,

,district-wide massive testing world serve as a useful
target for accountability and possible litigation. A

schooi district shauld.have to show aedger giving the
coitio and benefits fdr the various tests used: Costs
must *urely include reacher and student time. For.thos'-v
tests that do not have a favorable payoff relative to the
cost, changes should be mandated.

Second, it is clear thaUdistriet-widetpsd'Of in-
dividualized intelligence tests is-_too expensive in time
and money; giving fhe tests on a selected basis may be
useful, however, Suppose a black male,child is being-
considelxa for special e tion on the basis of teacher
recommendations, test s ores,- and whatever else goes into

the decision. The ell d should have, the right to 'take an

intelligence test unde circumstances that maximize his
score.: For example, a black, male examiner Who is able_
to,elicit the child's best effort would be a minimum.
The test (pt test's) chosen should as nearly as possible
re lect experiences that;would normally be available to
hi n. It under these maximized-conditions the child does

fact "pass" the, tests the 1Farning experiences, should

b structured so that the \child might be integrated as
q ickly as possible into a,"regular" clallsroom setting.

,One other word of advice should be followedby

tifore interpreting. any score, the person should first
yone who has any contact with any kind of test score.

. take the test under the same conditions as do students.
If little value is seen in the test, then the same Value
can be atrributed to a test score.

1.
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A More Lasting Solution*:

,Constructing Locally-Wseful
Criterion-Referenced Tests

.

For most learning actj.vities, it would seem that the most
logical people to write the tests would be those who are
involved in them. Thus teachers, lbtally - employed test
specialists (if any)1, and students might all have a hand
in test construction. .

Implicit in the process is a placement of stronger
responsibilityupon the teachers and students than typi-
cally has been given to them. A.fivt 'step is the deci-
sion, as to the material to be learned, How 'is the mate-

rial_important? What are the specific goals that need to
be met? After having completea a particular course or
unit, what Ifsurvival value" has the learning experience?
That is, what is it, either Ln-the subject matter or in
the method of learning, .that will be useful now or later
on? How and wIlere will it be useful?

Theitiref questions implied above are -somewhat
similar to the concerns of those who have emphasized be-
havioral- objectives (such as Mager, 1962) or criterion-
referenced tests (such as Popham, 1975); more simply,
they are questions that a thinking teacher is likely to
ask in regard to a learning experience.

Also,-those involved with test construction would
be advised to become somewhat more know - edgeabre in tes

construction. While attendance in university courses
would sometimes be helpful, test construction courses
tend to emphaiize multiple-choice items` to the neglect of
other areas.' Multiple-choice items have sever9,1 draw-

backs. First, from the viewpoint of the item writer, it
is extremely' time-consuming to write multiple-choice

tests. Second, and more important, the multiple-choice
format is-not always a useful Manner to test a person's
understanding of an area; If, for -examp,ls, the intent

'a course is ito teach, the students to write short essays,'

it would Appear that the testing situation would have the
student write, short essays.

'While allowing students to "test out" of a course--
for credit seems justified, it is ironic that universi-
ties sO readily accept "credits" from ETS and yet Often
deny students the opportunity to "test, out" of a course
by taking an examination written by local people. Per-

haps universities have not ,been respOnsiy.cenough to the
needs of students in,regard to .credit by examination.
Given the prod by ETS, those institutiris that fail to
respond to student need by developing tests locally are
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accepting an even bigger intrusion by ETS in their future.
What is the place of standardized testing in such a

scheme? Ifthe test exactly fits the goals of the learn-__
ing experience, then of course the standardized test is
appropriate.' This might_be particularly true.in skill

L courses such as typewriting or in courses based on a na-
tiona science, curriculum.'

Perhaps the most notable thanges implied are that
fewer tests would be given, and the tests that are given
can be-direetly related to actual learning goals. Teach-'

ers hive been making 'out tests for almost as long as
there have been teachers.' If teachers are givsp appropri-
ate instruction in eValuating the learning activities of
students, it would seem that their teaching activities
.could be enhanced. FOD that Matter, Students should be
instructed by teachers,ia- tWe art of making tests. Among
the outceteS bf'dtieMpting to compose such questions,
students should be able to better understand their learn-
ing.

r
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An Alternative Solution..
Constructing Criterion-Referenced
Work Samples

r
Perhaps a most useful solution to the testing problem
the construction of criterion-referenced work samples. 1F
What, exactly, should students be able to do when they
complete a unit or a course? The testing should elicit
the same behavior as the stated goal. If the goal is to
have the individual student master the use of laboratory'
equipment, then a multiple-choice test will rarely yield,
a satisfactory measure of that criterion skill.

One perlexing'quality of some standarditzed tests
is that students who have not taken the course supposedly
measured by the test do as well or better on thejexamina-
tion'as do studerits who have taken the course. This hap-
pens particularly in housekeeping- related courses, such
as consumer economics, offered in many high-school cur-
ricula. Several explanations could be offered, but a
rather straightforward one is that the material being
tested is learned in many sources besides classrooms.
Watching television, reading newspaper columns such as
Sylvia Porter's, visiting the local supermarket`, reading
advertisements, and related activities that are often a-

t6 many people beyond those in a course in con-
sumer economics may well be sufficient to demonstrate
competency. Rather than trying to devise tests that al-
low those who take the course to demonstrate higher pro-
ficiency, it seems useful to point out thatrpeople.whe
to the activities, necessary to score high on a test are
performing exactly as students might who took a course
in consumer economics. 'The more advisable solution is,
to accept-the,time spent watching fellevant television
programsreading economics coluMns, and going to the
supermarket (which in*educationese is called a field
trip) as an alternative learning experience.

AN EXAMPLE OF USING WORK SAMPLES'

the supposed reasons for requiring graduate stu-
dents to take courses in .applied tistics is so that
the student later will be able to appgywhat has been
learned in their own research. It would -seem reasonable

then to construct the course in such a way that, the stu-
dent might, as an end product; show competence in execut-
ing a research project, e'ven though the dimensions of
that project may be necessarily limited due to the con-
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straints of time, experience, and the availability of re-.
search subjects. In my experience, such constraints have
not beep nearly as i'mporta'nt as 'Would have expected;

students often have better access to researchable-data
than many df is would guess.

To take the goal one step,further,,one of the stat-
ed reasons for conducting graduate research is the publi-
cation (at least in part) of the research conducted.
While, -on the one hand, this clearly would be an indefen-
sible goal to require of all sttrients in a statistics
course, on the other hand, using a research journal style
has several payoffs in terms the'expectancies of grad-

uate school. To master a res h 'ouinal style, it is
useful first to have read severa t er articles in ones
own field. Because the students are becoming familiar
with the state of research in their area of interest,
they can personally evaluate the usefulness of their own
effort. .Also, some students do, in fact, publish their
papers eventually.

Note that nothing has been said about typical
classroom tests. Indeed, it m be hat tests may inter-

fereirith the students' and i structor's goals, rather
than enhance them. It is pr ably true that students us-

ing the approach just deStri d learn in great detail on-

ly those statistical techni'ue appropriate to their spe-

cific-project, In many ca they will be learning sta-

tistical techniques not even overed in-the main body,of
the course. But then, isn't that what learning research
techniques is all about? Does it not make sense to learn
about a techapique;in detail, as an applidation presents

tself; whet1Ter or not it is required in a formal re-. -

seareh course? Such a teaching method is neither pfrti:

,cularly new (a previous article appeared in Williams,
1970) nor unique; Novick and Jackson (1974).have also
been using a similar technique in teaching Bayesian sta-
tistical, research methods.

CHOOSING GOALS /,

Clearly knowing one's goals in *teaching or direct-
ing any learning experience is a first step toward con-
structingstructing criterion-reffrenced work samples. Perhaps 1
helpful in delineating those goals'is Mager's'(1973)

,

.. .....

book. Having chosen the goals, the use of a circuitous' 41

route through standardized testing would seldom make 6 -

sense. Surely, tests, might be used in a summative sense '

to ensure that skills here been ac ired.1 But acquiring

ii
skills,is rarely aisufficient goa n cognitive-orient-0J 1

!learning experiences; rather the lization of, those ''

acquired skills--mastery--seems to make more sensei,-

A note of'caution is' in order. Edgcators shouldt";

be, cognizant of different learning goals evert within an . .

extremely homogeneous clasrooli.. Not all students are
prepared for a work sample approach to evaluation. In ,

that matching student learning' styles with'their,actual

Os,

4to
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learnt experiences- j4 more important than the utilize-
tion any single teaching strategy, it is well to ye-
memb that some stUdepts are so oriented to the tradi-
tio 1 classiook-procedure that, at least fcir such stu-
d ts, legiang experiences in a traditional format

ut_graaudliy moving-toy/arid a mel-e open formatl may

maximiie their present learning experiences.
, -
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A Final Statement

What, then,- is this third view of educational testing?
If-the firsftwo.views are seen as, being nearly Aamet-
rically opposed 'to one another, one advocating a continu^
ation.(and perhaps In increase) in the Present reliance'
on,stOndardiud testing (and perhaps testingin general),
and the seto. view favoring the discontinuation of stan-

_
dardized and ilitelirnce testing, ;pen the third view
advocated in this er might be seen as being somewhere .

between thosql,two extremes

. The use of standardized tests has tendedto make
teachers fun onaries

f

in the decisien-makin ocess re-

,garding tit' outcomes the educativb probes thu,
,

standardi d.,,t.ebee is seen as "the criterion,' vaeive

. educational practices are discoUraged unless,tt can N

shim some competitive' dge on "the- critetion:" This
.

tends to block the development of alternatite goals.
Rather than help the teacher become.a fully functioning:,
professional, and more proficiedt in measuring student;
progres., the job, of testing is given over to the "ex,.

perts." That is not tp deny that educational testing ex-
pertise is a valuable commodity; but it should be pre

I\ widely diffuseP1Mong these actually invented infithe

teaching-learning process, Inherentin thi& criticism
is a plea for'alternativemays of measuring goal attaid-

.

ment. Hpwever useful the multiple-choice format is,
other measures of expressing goal attainment'have been J

neglected to our detriment.
Perhaps the most damning crittciSm of those in the

testing.mOvement is that they *nit have a useful pr

product, but that their product's :practical use becomes
an abuse. To require every student in a school setting*
'to spend six or eight hours on an examination, seems in-

defensible: The incorrect interpretation of test re-
sults, particularly as it applies ti3 intelligence" tests

is also indefensible, On the other hand, the abolishment,

of the tesfing movement, as isesometpiesugipsted by
'its detrigipts, sags ill-advised. Tests ago provide us

with ano er perspective. It is-dbt particulhrly bother"
some to hear someone remark about an intelligence test, I'
"In that this student is a bilingual Chicano, k don"t
'ttlink we can say,a score of-89.does the student" justice
At the same time, it wovld 150an extrev injustice to
student if he scored 130, butwliad the fist disfegar' d
on the basis of its qing biased.

. =

t
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If we accept that, tests can be biased, and

accept that people c,A be biased, then .another approach

Ls to understand, the nature of the bias. But, in fair-.

ness to the student, 'the information available should be

used in such a way that the student's learning potential
can be- maximized. The construction of newer tests, which
either remove the bias or can be used to enhance a stu-

'dent's learning, is helpful. Just as some students don't

perform well on some tesss, other, students don't interact

well with some teachers. To label either group on the

basis of a limited bit of information is perhaps the

worst bias of all
What should be-the fate of the standardized testing

movement? The "fate," §uggested here is that those who

are most involved in th testing process should,,in some

meaningful way, begin Manning together -on-the uses and/
or abuses of -testing (or for that matter, the uses and

abuses f not testing). Clearly, no national*mandate,
.

whethe?sit favors some type of Moratorium or an extension

of the testing movement, would -allow sufficient individta-
patticipatioh in the reasoning process.

e When .tudents 'ask, 'Why do .we have to take this

test?", it is hoped that the teacher and/or principal can
offer sound educational reasons as it relates to the in-

dividual's learning experience. ijf those reasons are not

satisfactory and the student is well apprised of the can -

tingencies of not taking tile test, the the _student could

be excused from the testing process. ,Perhaps as the use

of tests becomes an outgrowth of a participatory democra-

cy, wherein the various persons involved reason together,

the pitmis6 of the testing industry, to help enhance stu-
dents' learning would start to be fulfilled. Under such

a system, wherein each persorr understands and willingly

accepts the rat vale for the test or tests utilized,_

testing would een (and function) as an integral part ,
of the learning process, rather than as a 'bulwark to to

burgeoning bureaucracy.
eh'
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